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Our Instructional Models

Hybrid-In Person

With Hybrid K-12, students have daily live instruction, with half the day in person at school and half the day
online from home. Half of the students will be at school in the morning, and the other half will be in school in
the afternoon to reduce all in-person cohorts to 21 or fewer students. Alternatively, when not at school,
students will follow the Comprehensive Distance Learning model similar to what they have experienced earlier
this year.

LO Online

LO Online K-12 is intended for students who will not return to school in person. LO Online is for students
enrolled in LOSD and supports synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities and connections for our
students who are not physically present on campus. LO Online students participate on the same time schedule
as our hybrid students and some classes may be shared with students in the hybrid program. Students will
access their course materials, activities, and meetings via Google Classroom and Zoom.

Reopening Timeline

Following is the timeline for transitioning middle schools to Hybrid in-person:
○ Friday, March 12: All staff work day (no school for middle school students).
○ Monday, March 15: Asynchronous day- Math & online only electives are live that day, courses taught by

any teacher transitioning to hybrid will be asynchronous.
○ Tuesday, March 16: 6th graders in-person begins
○ Wednesday, March 17: Wednesday schedule, remote learning for all students
○ Thursday, March 18: 7th graders in-person begins
○ Friday, March 19: 8th graders in-person begins

Our Schedule

Our schedule has four class periods each day. On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, the first two periods
meet for 75 minutes each before the lunch break and two periods meet after the lunch break. Hybrid students
attend half of their schedule in person and half online while LO Online students attend all classes virtually.

Wednesdays will remain distance learning days for all students/staff. We will continue to have a shorter
morning-only schedule to allow for teacher professional development and preparation time in the afternoon.
Students will not be on campus on Wednesdays and teachers will have the option of working from school or
from home. You can view the full schedule here.

Visual Aides

You can find visual supports including wayfinding maps, instructional graphics, and more for many of the items
covered in this guide here: LMS Reopening Planning Slides and on our Youtube channel here.
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General Safety Protocols

Before You Come to School

Do a symptom check in the morning:
❏ Review list of CDC Symptoms
❏ Please Keep Sick Students Home From School
❏ Daily Home Screening For Students During COVID-19
❏ PARENT/ GUARDIAN VIGILANCE Our primary and best line of defense against the spread of COVID on

campus is students staying home if they are ill or if they suspect they may have been in contact with
someone who has tested positive. We expect families to have a very low threshold for keeping students
who show any signs of illness home from school. Additionally, we will be notifying parents/ guardians
and sending students home from school if they show any signs of illness.

Practice mask placement and wearing
❏ Masks should fit securely around ears, nose, and mouth.
❏ Students should be able to put on and remove the mask without assistance.
❏ For more information on masks, visit CDC Face Mask Guidance

Snacks & Water
❏ Students are asked to refrain from eating while on campus. If students have a medical need for snacks

(blood sugar management, etc.) masks should be removed only briefly to take a bite and then replaced
while chewing. Students having snacks are also asked to do so outside and away from others whenever
feasible.

❏ Dress in layers because classrooms will have open windows.
❏ Please send a water bottle to school each day with your child. We prefer water bottles with straws to

allow for kids to drink water without removing their masks.

Masking

Masks should fit securely around ears, nose, and mouth. Students should be able to put on and remove the
mask without assistance. For more information on masks, visit CDC Face Mask Guidance

Handwashing

Students, staff and visitors will be required to sanitize or wash hands upon entering the school building. All
members of the community are expected to wash hands frequently throughout the school day. Hand sanitizing
stations will be available throughout the campus.

Social Distance

Students and staff will be expected to maintain social distance of at least 6 feet as much as possible
throughout the school day. Classroom desks and common area seating have been arranged or marked to
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promote physical distancing. Students and staff are expected to utilize the seating as planned and not move
any furniture.

Movement Guidelines

Entrances, hallways, restrooms, staircases, and certain walkways will be marked for mandatory directional
flows and/or designated for particular cohorts of students according to their assigned locations in the building.
Please follow posted directional and/or designation signage.

Common Spaces and water fountains

Students and staff are expected to maintain physical distance and wear face coverings at all times while
occupying common spaces. Seating in common areas has been intentionally placed or marked to promote
physical distancing. Students are expected to abide by this spacing. Water fountains have been disabled but
water bottle filling stations will remain operational.

Cohorting

In-person/Hybrid students have been organized into cohorts to limit the number of contacts each student and
staff member has on campus during the school day. Each cohort is assigned to a single classroom that has
been arranged to safely accommodate the students in the cohort. Students will use their cohort’s designated
entrance, exit, stairways, and restrooms while in the building to limit contact between cohorts.

Non-Compliance with Safety Protocols

If a student is not cooperating or complying with health and safety expectations they may be asked to leave the
classroom and report to the Main Office. Students who repeatedly disregard health and safety guidelines will be
required to return to Comprehensive Distance Learning at home and not be permitted to participate in the on
campus Hybrid Learning schedule.

Students who appear or become ill/symptomatic

If a student is exhibiting COVID-like symptoms during class, they will be asked to report to the Main Office
immediately for a health assessment.

Guidance for Students/Families who Travel

With many in our community transitioning to in-person learning and Spring Break coming up at the end of March,
it’s a good time to clarify the statewide guidance for travel. It’s recommended that people who are not
vaccinated and who travel outside of the state of Oregon consider quarantining upon returning home.

LOSD is asking people to consider quarantining. If students choose to quarantine, instructional materials will be
provided while out of school.

Per the Oregon Statewide Guidance for Travel, people are recommended to practice self-quarantine for 14 days
after arrival in the state and limit their interactions to their immediate household. People may consider ending
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quarantine if they have had no symptoms: after 10 days with no testing or after 7 days with an antigen or PCR
test.

Food service

Food service will provide grab and go meals for those students that need them. At this time, student dining on
campus is not allowed. Please plan to eat a good meal before and/or after in person classes.

Eating while on campus

Students are asked to refrain from eating while on campus. If students or staff have a medical need for snacks
(blood sugar management, etc.) masks should be removed only briefly to take a bite and then replaced while
chewing. Students having snacks are also asked to do so outside and away from others whenever feasible.
Staff may eat during their assigned lunch time between in person student sessions. They should do so following
handwashing, distance, and masking protocols, removing their masks only while eating and whenever possible
eating in a well-ventilated space separate from others or outdoors. Shared/communal food and dining is not
allowed at this time.

Arrival

Before coming to school

We are all responsible for keeping our whole community safe. Before you come to school each day, please
complete the steps listed in the “Before You Come to School” section of this document.

With many in our community transitioning to in-person learning and Spring Break coming up at the end of March,
it’s a good time to clarify the statewide guidance for travel. It’s recommended that people who are not
vaccinated and who travel outside of the state of Oregon consider quarantining upon returning home.

LOSD is asking people to consider quarantining, but it is not required. Schools will not be keeping track of travel
plans. It is up to each person and family to decide. If students choose to quarantine, instructional materials will
be provided while out of school.

Per the Oregon Statewide Guidance for Travel, people are recommended to practice self-quarantine for 14 days
after arrival in the state and limit their interactions to their immediate household. People may consider ending
quarantine if they have had no symptoms: after 10 days with no testing or after 7 days with an antigen or PCR
test.

Construction Impacts

Our new parking lot is still under construction and will remain so until the end of the summer. Be alert to
changes in traffic conditions on Jean Road. Follow all construction signage and directions. The East parking lot
entry (closest to Bryant Road) will be closed for construction this spring. All vehicles will enter and exit from the
remaining entry. Jean Road may be reduced to one lane at times due to construction activities. Expect delays.
All Pedestrians and Bikers should use the designated Pedestrian lane to the NORTH of Jean. The sidewalks and
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bike lanes on the South side of Jean will be under construction. A crossing guard will support students’ safe
crossing near the open parking lot entrance at arrival and dismissal. Pedestrians coming from the south via the
pathway to Indian Creek should plan to walk the perimeter of campus to Central Avenue sidewalk for campus
access.

Arrival time

Students should arrive on campus no more than 15 minutes prior to the start of their in-person school day. This
will minimize the amount of time students have to wait outside prior to opening entrances to the building.
Entrances will open 10 minutes prior to the start of instructional time. Students will be expected to proceed
inside and to their assigned rooms as soon as they are open.

Arriving on the bus

❏ Masks must be worn.
❏ Dress warmly as windows may be open to increase airflow.
❏ Students will maintain physical distance between passengers.
❏ As students enter, bus drivers will do a visual screening.
❏ When busses arrive at school, students will wait on the bus until the driver dismisses
❏ After exiting the bus, students will report to their designated entrance

Arriving on foot

❏ Masks should be worn on the way to school and must be worn at all times on campus.
❏ Pedestrians will arrive to campus via one of our sidewalks and should proceed directly to their assigned

entrance while also maintaining social distance
❏ Parents accompanying students on their walk should model wearing a mask and should say “goodbye”

at the edge of campus property
❏ Students unsure where to report should come to the help desk outside the main entrance

Arriving by bicycle, skateboard, scooter

❏ Helmets, and masks should be worn on the way to school and masks must be worn at all times on
campus

❏ Students should not ride/skate on campus and should use caution in all crosswalks, bike lanes, and
driveways

❏ After locking up bikes/scooters in a designated rack students should proceed directly to their assigned
entrance while also maintaining social distance. Skateboards can be checked in at the office.

❏ Parents accompanying students to school should model wearing a helmet and mask, and should say
“goodbye” at the edge of campus property

❏ Students unsure where to report should come to the help desk outside the main entrance

Arriving by car

❏ Carpooling is discouraged to limit contact across cohorts. If you must carpool, please wear masks, keep
the windows down, and limit the number of passengers in the vehicle.
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❏ Please follow directional signage and stay off of cell phones while in and around campus. Watch out for
pedestrians.

❏ Anticipate delays and longer than usual wait times due to the ongoing construction on campus and Jean
Road.

❏ Consider alternatives to car transportation like walking, biking, scooters, skateboards, and the bus.
❏ After exiting their vehicle, students will report directly to their designated entrance.

Arrival Map
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Bikes and Pedestrians

Entering the building

Students will enter the building at their designated entrance and proceed to their assigned classroom.
Entrances are assigned based on classroom locations and are reflected in the color coded maps below.

Staff Arrival

Staff will arrive before students and should park in the lot in front of the building. Staff can enter the building
from any badge access door during operational hours. After hours entry is restricted to the main entrance. Upon
entry, staff should complete the daily health screening form using the weblink or QR code near the main office.
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Staff may move freely during non-student hours, but should model following wayfinding signage when students
are on campus.

Visitors

All non-essential or unscheduled visitors will be prohibited from entering the school building during the school
day. This includes parents or alumni who do not have a pre-scheduled appointment. Scheduled or essential
visitors will park in the front parking lot, enter through the front doors and check in at the Main Office.

Classroom Protocols
Students will use individual supplies. If shared supplies are necessary, they will be sanitized prior to the
exchange. Students will wash hands/sanitize frequently. Students will be required to wear face coverings at all
times in classrooms. If a student arrives for class without a face covering, or with an improperly worn face
covering, the teachers may tell a student they cannot enter a classroom until they are properly protected. As
much as possible, doors and windows will be open to maximize ventilation. Students should be prepared for
cooler temperatures in classrooms. Desks have been spaced apart to provide six feet of distance in every
direction. Students should not move desks unless they are directed to do so by the teacher.

Arriving to class

Students will be required to wear face coverings at all times in classrooms. If a student arrives for class without
a face covering, or with an improperly worn face covering, the teachers may tell a student they cannot enter a
classroom until they are properly protected. When students arrive to class they will use the classroom sink to
wash their hands and then report to their assigned seat.

Attendance

Teachers will take attendance when students arrive to class. Absences will be reported to the office and records
will be carefully maintained to support contact tracing as needed. Here is the office attendance guide:
20-21_How_Take_Attendance_Secondary

Student Absences

If a student is absent from school, they may try to keep up with work via their Google Classroom assignments.
However, with the transition to in-person instruction, some coursework done in hybrid classes while at school
may not be immediately available online nor will absent students be able to zoom into in-person classes.
Absent students should communicate their absence to the school attendance line and communicate with their
teachers about making up any missed work when they return. Extended absences may require students to work
more independently on assignments accessed through google classroom.

Student Materials & Supplies

Students will use their own materials and supplies. Any supplies that must be shared between students will be
sanitized between users. Teachers will communicate with their students what supplies may need to be brought
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from home for use in class (ie. chromebooks, textbooks, binders, etc.) and what supplies will be provided in the
classroom. This may differ from class to class and/or across grade levels. Please direct questions to the
teacher.

I need to go to the…

Library

The library will remain closed for in person use, but in-building “curbside” checkout is available by entering your
requests online. Our amazing library tech, Ms. Reid, will pull your book, check it out to you and deliver it to a
pickup cart in your cohort’s hallway. Here is the full library services plan: Middle & High School Library Services
Plan for Hybrid & Online

Health Room

Students who feel ill or become ill during the school day will be sent to the office and may be accompanied by a
member of the office staff. Once in the health room, student health needs will be assessed and addressed
according to health room protocols. COVID-symptomatic students will be isolated to a separate health room
while they await parent pickup.

Counselor

Students are asked to arrange appointments with their counselor via the counseling request form available
here: Counseling Request Form. Teachers may also call the office if there is an immediate need for support
during the school day.

Office

Sometimes students may need to report to the office for support from a counselor, administrator, or other staff
member. When that need arises, classroom staff will notify the office and a determination will be made whether
the student requires an escort. The office will welcome the student when they arrive or will send an escort as
needed. Students heading to the office are expected to follow all directional signage and use designated
hallways, stairways, entrances, and exits.
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Restrooms

Each of the restrooms in the building have been designated for the use of the cohorts in the same hall as that
restroom. Students and staff will use their assigned locations’ designated restroom. Everyone is reminded to
wash hands thoroughly after using the restroom. If all restrooms are occupied, waiting students and staff
should maintain social distance in the hallway until space is available. Designated restrooms are marked by
color-coded ovals on the map below. Staff wishing to use a restroom separate from students can access
restrooms near the gyms and/or in the main office. There is a designated, staff only, restroom in the office.
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Dismissal
At the end of their in-person day, students will be dismissed by their classroom teacher. Students will be
expected to use their designated hallways, stairways, and exit. Students should leave campus immediately
following the end of their in-person day to allow for campus cleaning and the arrival of the next cohort. Students
riding in busses should report directly to their bus when dismissed and students being picked up by parent
vehicles should report to the pickup queuing area and maintain social distance while they wait for their parents
to arrive. Masks should be worn at all times.
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Other Spaces in the Building

Teacher Room Assignments

Teachers will move from room to room based on cohort while students remain in their assigned spaces.
Whenever possible, large studios were assigned to maximize space per user. Additionally, wellness classes’
access to exterior doors were prioritized in scheduling to allow wellness classes to transition to outdoor PE
activities during the school day without moving whole classes through shared hallways. You can view the full
schedule of in-person cohort room assignments here: Hybrid Classroom Assignments

Space for online teachers

Teachers who need a space to teach online courses from school during the school day will reserve rooms using
the second tab of the room assignments sheet above. Preference should be given to a teacher’s home
classroom when possible, though this is not guaranteed due to space and schedule constraints.

Library Services

The library will operate according to the Library services plan available here: Middle & High School Library
Services Plan for Hybrid & Online

Lockers

While our building is equipped with student lockers, we are not using them at this time. Students should plan to
carry their own supplies in their backpacks and keep supplies with them throughout their in-person day.
Students will have individual tables in their classrooms where they can keep their materials.

Facilities Improvements

Our facilities department has been busy getting our building ready for students and staff! Here is a list of
changes that have been made to all buildings in the district to ensure we are taking every possible precaution.
❏ Changed all air filters in units.
❏ Added Ionization units to all AHUs that provide air into building, and MAUs.
❏ Placed hospital grade HEPA units in health rooms.
❏ Increased fresh air flow from outside, recirculated less interior air, locked on exhaust fans, changed

belts and filters.
❏ Added hands free hand sanitizer stations throughout.
❏ Placed disinfectant bottles and microfiber towels in classrooms, offices, and commonly used spaces.
❏ Provided wayfinding stickers and signs for students and visitors for building use.
❏ Placed daily disinfecting check off sheets for each room.
❏ Placed green/red disinfecting sticker at each space.
❏ Lockdown entrances for no visitors, volunteers, or unauthorized people.
❏ Purchased and trained all Facilities staff members with Electrostatic disinfecting handheld units.
❏ Purchased and placed Clorox 360 disinfecting machines for each site.
❏ Spaced furniture 6 feet apart in classrooms.
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❏ Removed cloth chairs, from use by students.
❏ Provided all schools with KN95 masks.
❏ Provided all offices, libraries, point of transactions with plexiglass.
❏ Provided hands free trash cans where needed for PPE and Nurses, health offices, and SPED rooms.
❏ Provided glove and gown box holders for health rooms.
❏ Turned off drinking fountains (students can bring their own water bottle).
❏ Added hospital grade separation curtain to health rooms to separate multiple student occupancy.
❏ Provide and launder microfiber towels for daily disinfecting.
❏ Provided washer and dryers for engineers/custodians to daily launder towels.
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Frequently Asked Question
How will food/eating be addressed?

RSSL under ‘nutrition’:
Required:  Prohibit sharing of food and drinks among students and/or staff. Students: At designated meal or
snack times, students may remove their face coverings to eat or drink but must maintain six feet of physical
distance from others, and must put face coverings back on after finishing the meal or snack. For LOSD, there
will be no lunch or snack (except for those who have a medical condition that necessitates this - contact a
district nurse regarding specific students, and any requests for snacks), but students will be allowed to drink
water out of their personal water bottle.

What about food for students with diabetes?
See above re: food/eating. Food will be allowed for students with medical needs following the guidelines above.

How many cohorts/classrooms can a support staff person enter?
We will work to limit the number of cohort exposures for support staff. Ready Schools, Safe learners does not
impose a cohort limit on staff members, but our target will be to keep exposure to fewer than 3 cohorts and
fewer than 100 students in a day.

Can students come to the office on their own?
Individual students may have permission to report to the office on their own, but the office will need notification
that they are on their way so that we can be ready to greet them and/or find them should they not arrive in a
timely fashion. Students can also be escorted to the office by calling the office and requesting an escort. In
general, student movement around the building should be limited.

Movement breaks, how will they work?
We will provide ideas and PD resources for movement breaks within the classroom that maintain social
distance. Wellness classes will be able to exit (usually via an exterior classroom door) to take classes to PE
spaces like the gym, covered play, and outdoor area.

Who is watching the kids when adults are moving to different classrooms?
This plan will be developed with the reopening planning team but the draft scenario is that members of the
office team will report to classrooms allowing those teachers to transition and relieve the teachers in their
destination room who will then transition and relieve the teacher in their destination and so on until everyone
has moved. This will stagger transition some, but also provide coverage during transitions.

What are the classroom expectations during instruction?
See the “classroom” section earlier in this document. Additionally, teachers and students will work to establish
classroom community expectations just like we have done in the past.

How will we use subs?
Substitutes are available for in person and online courses via the substitute list maintained by the district. Work
with the office team to arrange subs as needed.
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How will we help students to understand what it will look like when they return?
Students will receive numerous communications, maps, video instructions, and tour opportunities prior to their
return. Their entry will be phased by grade level.

What data are we seeing about requests to switch streams?
Requests were fairly evenly divided in each direction and across grade levels. Specific numbers have been
shared via email.

How do we plan for staff who are not returning to in person?
Staff not returning to in person are those who are fully online and/or who have communicated with HR about
their specific situation. Accommodations and staffing adjustments will be made accordingly.

How do we enforce masking protocols?
See the earlier section on non-compliance with protocols. As with every expectation, we will teach the
expectation to students, support them in following it, and should they not comply we will work to collaboratively
problem-solve and address the issue.

How will we handle startup- all at once or phased by grade level?
Phased by grade level.

Where do kids go when they are "early" to school--AM or PM cohort?
Students arriving early will report to their entrance and wait outside until the staff member at that entry door
allows them to come into the building. They will be expected to maintain masking and social distance while
waiting.

What about normal orientation (new building, 6th grade has never been in a real middle school, etc.)? How to

find stuff/who helps do what
See question above re: tours and communications. Also, the first days of in-person should focus heavily on
community building and relationships.

Can we have hallway assistance (extra adults who don't have other jobs to do) who help kids get to the right

rooms? All the kids don't know where they are going!
Staff members not assigned to a classroom will provide support in hallways and common spaces during all
student transitions.

Will families need to keep kids home (for a certain amount of time) if traveling over spring break? How will

that be expressed to them?
District and school communications are advising families who travel to following CDC/OHA quarantine
guidelines.

What kind of transition activities will we do for staff and students?
Leadership is planning a variety of transition activities. A schedule of these will be communicated via email to
staff and student
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